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4P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1(9:15 a.m.)2CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  I want to welcome you3to the second session of the meeting of Advisory4Aboard here in Denver of the President’s initiative on5race.6 First let me thank our hosts, Metro State, The7Community College of Denver, and the University of8Colorado at Denver, for being our host these two days.9We are deeply grateful for their thoughtful and10generous hospitality.  11The President’s initiative on race is a12yearlong effort to engage the nation in moving toward13a stronger, more just, and more united America. 14We have been examining issueexarerondninu52
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join us today.  Advisory board member Thomas Kean, the1

Governor of New Jersey, was disappointed he was not2

able to be with us today.  And Angela Oh, a3

distinguished lawyer from Los Angeles, is distressed4

that she couldn’t be here today, because she had an5

engagement in Israel today. 6

Also joining us at the table is our able7

executive secretary, executive director of the8

Initiative, Judith Winston.  (Applause.)  9

And finally, before our distinguished10
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on the wall, I began to understand how deep, how deep1

had become our prejudice in this country.  2

I parg6larly88 i1tpi1tpi1ordinance3

where it said it was illegal to play checkers,4

checkers with a 1tpi1toftpi1opposite race, not in a5

public place, but anyplace. 6

But as I watchedtpi1filmtpat ihearsed,7

and reviewedtand revisitedtpat March, I saw James8

Webb,tand some of you ma8 i1tpi1tpis, in which he,9

leading a group of very young people, confrontedtpe10

troopers of Alabama. 11

A n d t p  i 1 d i a l o g u e12

 pat he was involvedtin was for a purpose.  It13

was pis.  Tat unlesstpire was a communication out14

of that eventtpat enlightenedtpis nation,tpire15
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advisory committee. 1
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of dis-union and dis-harmony. 1

And for that I thank you very much.2

(Applause.) 3

DR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you very much,4

Secretary Peña.  We're very delighted to be in your5
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were deeply moved by what we heard and learned. 6.09 7ese440 0 TD(21)Tj1 0.931 -2.37620 TD-0.0260 Tc-0.0590 Tw[(I also want to acknowledge )-10(the )-10(many )-10(people)]TJc-1 0.931 01 TD
0 cD
0 Tw
21
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thoughts and beliefs that we hold about our own and1

other groups.  I was thinking yesterday that we hold2

them even for groups we haven’t met yet. 3

For example, if a spaceship were suddenly4

to descend from the ceiling from Mars, and the5

Martians got out, probably the first thing we would6

say to them is, "Are you sure you’re from Mars?  You7

don’t have antennae."  (Laughter.) 8

So, stereotypes affect both individuals9

and the institutions of society.  Now, it may surprise10

some of you to learn that social scientists have been11

studying stereotypes for over 70 years.  And the12

reason for this is that stereotypes strongly influence13
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kindergarten and first grade, most children are aware1

of what racial stereotypes are, and the nature of2

them. 3

And they affect theitghaviorde, moof
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professional lives to try to understand stereotypes,1

and to figure out ways that can reduce them. 2

Some of the information they will provide3

for you today may surprise some of you.  And I now4

have the pleasure of introducing our panelists.  And5

I’m going to go around the table, even though they are6TD
0 Tc
0 Tw
(4)Tj
3.-0-ized tiosheet hste alphabeticallyem. 









29192939a wide variety of national journals. 94959psyc969798999verify or be judged by a negative stereotype about9109one’s racial group. 911912949
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During her career in Arab-American1

relations, Ms. Samhan has written articles and made2

presentations for various academic and community3

institutions on issues of concern to Arab-Americans,4

particularly on the immigrant experience of Arabs in5

the United States, their identity and dem y3.564’s,6

and the history of anti-Arab racism. 7

So, before we begin, why don’t we give our8

panel members a hand.  (Applause.) 9

Okay.  We will try to have time at the end10

of the session for questions or comments from the11

audi
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I think the frustration in trying to1

desc
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DR. KATZ:  Okay.  Dr. Iyengar?1

DR. IYENGAR:  What I’d like to say2

basically concerns the mass media, and the impact of3

mass media presentations on what Susan has called this4

sort of automatic tendency to stereotype.  It’s well5

established that most Americans get their information6

about the world they live in via television.7

Particularly, via television news programs.  
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violent crime in Los Angeles over the past two years,1
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to those people than what is existing in the textbook1

series, and so on. 2

Such that, I mean, the textbooks are3

developed in the United States to formulas that are4

driven basically by California, Texas, and New York.5

Those of us who are not  of so-called minorities, in6

those states where we then become significant, do not
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 native Americans, and later of African-1

Americans who were brought i410u5wa7 0.6 -70ivT4rJ -70ivof -70ivthese2

earlJ -70ivimages were created by the leadership of the3

colonies i41the new United States.4

The racist1thinking1that’u5wo pervasive5

now i41Klan-type materials is very similar to the6
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going to be honored by the President.  And so, I1

invited them. 2

And I was showing them around the club,3

because they hadn’t been -- some of them hadn’t been4

to the Cosmos Club before.  And we got up in the5
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party at his sister-in-law’s house. 1

And while I was waiting there in the lobby2

of a hotel which I had not been able to live once when3

I went to New York, would not honor my reservation,4

but so I was there sort of to redeem myself in their5

sight, so to speak.  But that’s an aside.6

But while I was waiting, a white woman7

walked up to me, and said, "Listen boy, take this8

trash in my hand, and put it in a waste basket.  I9

don’t know where the waste basket is.  You know, you10

take it."  11

And I said, "Lady, I’m not trash, or the12

trash basket."  (Laughter.)  "And you’ll have to find13
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and for what is not in the movies, or what is not1

addressed, as far as media events. 2

What we see categorized many times in our3

movies, and in our television shows, are Latinos, gang4

members.  We have -- any type of gang is usually a5

gang of color.  Very few times have I seen on TV gangs6

depicted as white gangs.  And of course, all of us7

know that there are. 8

One of the things that many of the Latino9

artists are trying to do, that I’m very much aware of10

in Washington, D.C., a Jimmy Smiths is heading up a
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people who responded to this question focused on1

television.  And in this last case, it was not just2

sins of commission, but sins omission.  Often it’s the3

invisibility of certain groups, or certain4

associations, that may well cause a problem. 5

Let’s get back to the general issue. 6

DR. COOK:  I was just going to respond to7

the media question, as well.  I was going around the8

time of the beginning of television.  And I think the9

images from the beginning, being a faith leader,
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And you can also see the damage it did to1
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Only prior to the elections, okay?  Can1polit1
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rather that, you know, the people who do the writing,1

and so forth, take a bit more responsibility for the2

effects. 3

MR. O’KEEFE:  And how do we convey that?4

That’s the point here. 5

DR. KATZ:  That’s a question I don’t think6

that’s been addressed. 7
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categorization, to exaggerate any differences that we1

do find.  And not to be able to deal with the fact2

that people vary enormously within groups.  There’s3

enormous variation within groups.  And there’s much4

more variation within any given category you can name,5

than there is between any two categories you can name.6

And that is the most important way to look7

at other people’s behavior.  So, I wanted just to8

contribute that point. 9
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or whatever it is, is it reasonable, I mean, for1

people to say, well, this isn’t a stereotype, you2

2
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at the top of the paper, C-minus.  It turned out that1

that was one of the highest grades in the class, but2

I didn’t know that. 3

But what he wrote next to it was, "Not bad4

for a south Texas boy."  At first, I thought it was a5

compliment, but I was a little naive.  And as time6

went by, I asked myself this question.  Did that7
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action.  I ask the question of, what happens to people1

like me who come to these schools, and are affected by2
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from the audience.  One of the problems is, I can’t1

see you too well, because of this light shining in my2

eyes.  3

(Pause.)  Okay.  Is there a mike?  We4
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Chairman, Federico Peña, and the rest of the panel,1

take this back to Washington. 2

Because the judicial system, which is3

mostly Anglo, and most of our young minorities are4

being incarcerated in this country.  And the reason5

they are, is because they're poor.  (Applause.) 6

DR. KATZ:  Thank you.  You certainly7

talking about the negative effects of stereotypes.8

Does anybody on the panel want to respond to -- ?9

MR. ESTRADA:  Well, I think I said -- I10

think I said earlier that there's absolutely no doubt11

that the convergence of race, ethnicity, with poverty12

and unemployment, when it occurs disproportionately,13
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proposing, for instance, a 34 percent tax of any1

revenue generated by any tribe. 2

Seriously misleads the public about the3

role of government.  I know my tribal chair, for4

instance, has an annual salary of $47,000.  Although5

we have 4,000 employees, and we’re the largest6

employer in our area.  The second largest employer has7

her equivalent in a seven-figure salary. 8
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the air of the Indians, the war would have been lost."1

And that does not find its way into our history. 2

DR. KATZ:  I have another issue about3

native Americans that I would welcome your addressing.4

And we’ll call on the audience after.  And you may5

well want to respond to this question, too. 6

Millions of native Americans and others7

are offended by some sports team names that refer to8

Indian people.  Yet millions of other Americans are9

attached to the traditions that those sports team
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When we do have them, we are1

systematically screened out by this whole tenure2

thing, which is a moving target.  And by the time you3

catch up it, you know, you’re out of here.  Okay? 4

And one of the things that I do want to5

say is, we’ve got to address it.  But if we can’t deal6

with it in our institutions of higher learning, you7
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to say that, yeah, there’s a really ugly problem out1

there.  And that it’s only going to be fixed one by2

one.  It’s not going to be a big policy.  It’s not3

going to be a big, you know, speaking campaign.  4

It’s going to be grass roots efforts of5

individuals who care.  Personally, I’d like to see6
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stereotyped.  And stigmatized, too, I suppose. 1

Well, what I was going to say was that,2

sure, there are group cultures.  But we have to keep3

in mind that we are Americans.  And that there is an
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resisted.  My granddaughter’s name is Libia.  She will1

remain Libia for the rest of her life. 2

But the economic factor has to be talked3

about.  Mr. Gomez alluded to it in his comments about4

the fact that there need to be jobs with better wages.5

By proportionate number, people of color hold the6

lowest paying jobs.  They’re the ones that hold the7

part time jobs.  They’re the ones that hold the8

temporary jobs.  They are the ones that are considered9

to work at the least wages.  10

U n t i l  w e  g e t  t h a t11

stereotype out of the way, and by that12

meaning that working people have rights.  And not only13

rights to better jobs, but rights to organize as well.14

Thank you.  (Applause.) 15

DR. KATZ:  Dr. Steele? 16

DR. STEELE:  Well, on the question of17

institutional responses to stereotypes, I think one18

thing that is, and I think reflected in the personal19

experiences reported here, as well as the research,20

that we have to begin to recognize that what21

stereotypes can do, the very existence of stereotypes,22

is undermine trust in each other. 23

And I think to some degree, that’s part of24
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My name is Bee Branscom.  I live in Park1

Hill, which is a multi-racial community of 25,000.2

One part of it waa5gregatedit y backve ithe l,40’s l,by0.

unquote "for6n5gros"om.19719
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(Applause.) 1

DR. KATZ:  Thank you.2

DR. HILL:  Hi.  I’m Dr. Mackery Hill, and3

I’m a retired university administrator.  All the4

institutions that we’ve talked about, the media, the5

educational system, they’re all made up of people.6

So, the people have to act, not the institution, per7
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Israel of Egypt.  Israel of Syria, which1

we know is the Jews of Moab today.  And Israel --2

those who were promised to Abraham, who would be3

carried away --  (Unclear.)4

DR. FRANKLIN:  All right, sir.  Thank you.5

MR. MARQUEZ:  Hello, folks.  How are you6
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excluded from this auditorium.  He could have come in1

and said just what he said, or whatever he wanted to2

say.  I want to make that clear that we -- this is an3

open meeting, and that the public is invited.  And4

that no people are excluded from this meeting.  I want5

that quite clear.  We are required by law to have an6

open meeting. 7

UNIDENTIFIED:  I’d like to address the8

issue of educatio ’s is an
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Anyone who reads the press, and observes what’s going1

on, see who’s pulled over, and who’s not pulled over2

on the highway, and that sort of thing. 3

We’re quite aware of this.  And we are4

going to focus attention on it.  And we will make5

recommendations on this whole matter, because it is6

very critical, very important, and I couldn’t agree7

3

4

2
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neighborhoods.  Dynamic force of example. 1

DR. FRANKLIN:  Would you give an example2

of what you mean by dynamic force of example?3

MR. WILSON:  Well, earlier a young lady4

mentioned how many -- how many folks, once they leave5

here, try -- if they’ve learned anything from this6

process, how many people go os Tc dir communities,is
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a period of two of three years, he’s been harassed,1

and et cetera. 2
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lenders in the Cleveland, Ohio area, who have, on1

their own, gotten together to ensure that fairneseon

ela minority people purchase housing. 36436
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engaging in it.  We ought to all look each other in1

the eg03nalk, listen, care, tryht tmakein  a betterin
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DR. FRANKLIN:  I think we can perhaps can1

come to the point now where we can make some2

conclusions about what we want to take away from3

Denver.  I heard you, Governor Winter.  But are there4

any others of you who would like to speak specifically5

to the point of what we can take away from Denver in6

our reporting.  We have to -- I am one who has to make7

a report to the President of things here.  So, if8

you’ll dictate the letter, Mr. Thomas, I will write9

it. 10

MR. THOMAS:  I don’t know if I could11

dictate the letter.  But there’s a lot of things to12

take away from the Denver meeting.  I’ll just focus on13

one.  And I think that those of us on the Board, and14
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November, the President sent out a letter to 25,0001

young leaders in high schools, in colleges and2
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30th as a state-wide date of dialogue.  1

The governors are partnering with the2

national YWCA, and local chapters of the YWCA, to3

begin again a series of conversations which we hope4

will be sustained over time, so that communities, like5

the community here in Denver, will feel some6

inspiration and excitement about the kind of problem7

solving that hope is -- we helped to sustain here8

yesterday and today. 9

The Board will be participating all of10

these activities in some way.  With its next Board11

meeting to take place in May, and we’ll address the12

administration of justice. 13

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Board, we14

are working hard.  We on the staff are working hard to15

make sure that you have even more opportunities, board16

member Linda Chavez-Thompson, to engage communities as17

you have been over the last seven months.   18

DR. FRANKLIN:  There are a number of items19

that I hope we can address as a Board.  Not only the20

administration of justice, which is to me very, very21
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so far a1ond’s concerned. 62162

162
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continue to work.  I think I will be seeing Governor1

Winter and Judy Winston, in Los Angeles this weekend,2

as they will be visiting promising practices in Los3

Angeles.  And as Governor Winter, and Judy, and Laura4

Harris, and several of us will be participating in5

various meetings in Los Angeles this weekend. 6

I will be at the civil rights forum of the7

Ahrhri1rhrigFederal of Labor, at the invitation of --8

perhaps it was at the command of Linda Chavez-9

Thompson.  And I will be at the meeting with several10

of my colleagues at the annual conference of the11

Children’s Defense Fund, in Los Angeles, which will12

have a town hall meeting on poverty in children. 13

And I will also be there to participate in14




